
Child’s Play
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Fabric Requirements

I know I may really date myself with this one, but who doesn’t love a game of four-square 
or hopscotch?? I designed a great quilt reminiscent of our childhood games. This is such a 
sweet quilt, but neither masculine or feminine, you can make it whatever you want. It is 
VERY background heavy, you can easily use a multitude of fabrics in the same colour as 
you choose, remember it’s the background and needs to fade away and show off your 
amazing quilting. There’s plenty of blank space here!!

We will be using four colours, background (light), two mediums of contrasting colours, two 
darks..same as our medium colours, just darker. For example, I might use creams as my 
background, teal and brown as my mediums, and dark teal and dark brown as my darks. 
In order to get the secondary (and further) patterns, your darks and mediums need to be 
consistent (dark & medium brown and dark & medium teal, in our example). The Lap and 
Twin, don’t need the second dark (teal for example)… Queen and King will be using it in 
the pieced border. These sizes include a pieced border for all sizes, lap and twin borders 
are smaller than the queen and king sizes. The twin layout is just a bit different, but I LOVE 
IT!!

Here’s what we need:

Your MEDIUM 1 and DARK 1 should be the same colour in different hues. The same goes 
for your MEDIUM 2 and DARK 2. 

This pic is not true to colour, sadly.
My fabric choices:

Special Tools:
Tri-Recs Tool

Lap
75” square

Twin
75” x 92”

Queen
100” square

King
108” square

BACKGROUND 5 yards 5-1/2 yards 8-1/4 yards 9-3/4 yards

MEDIUM 1 1-1/4 yards 1-1/4 yards 2 yards 2 yards

MEDIUM 2 3/4 yard 1 yard 1 yard 1 yard

DARK 1 N/A N/A 1/2 yard 1/2 yard

DARK 2 1 yard 1-1/2 yards 1-3/4 yards 1-3/4 yards
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